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Includes part 1a books and part 1b pamphlets serials and contributions to periodicals. Tankers account for the largest number of firefighter crash deaths of all types of fire department vehicles. This report examines the various causal factors that have been identified as problematic for tankers and their drivers. Tankers account for the largest number of firefighter crash deaths of all types of fire department vehicles. This report examines the various causal factors that have been identified as problematic for tankers and their drivers. It also provides a compilation of all locatable incident reports of fire department tanker crashes involving firefighter fatalities for the period 1990 through 2001. This book gives a full account of the development process for automotive transmissions. Main topics: overview of the traffic vehicle transmission system, mediating the power flow in vehicles, selecting the ratios, vehicle transmission systems, basic design principles, typical designs of vehicle transmissions, layout and design of important components, e.g., gearshifting mechanisms, moving off elements, pumps, retarders, transmission control units, product development process, manufacturing technology of vehicle transmissions, reliability and testing. The book covers manual, automated manual, and automatic transmissions as well as continuously variable transmissions and hybrid drives for passenger cars and commercial vehicles. Furthermore, final drives, power take-offs, and transfer gearboxes for 4WD vehicles are considered. Since the release of the first edition in 1999, there have been a lot of changes in the field of vehicles and transmissions. About 40 of the second edition's content is new or revised with new data. Publishes in depth articles on labor subjects, current labor statistics, information about current labor contracts, and book reviews. Beginning in 1985, one section is devoted to a special topic.
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